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As humans aspire to explore the reaches of space, processes that seem insignifi-
cant on earth become more critical. One such process is the nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen
is a significant element in biological molecules, making it essential for life as we know
it. There are vast stores of dinitrogen gas on earth; this form of nitrogen, however, is
unavailable to most organisms except for a few bacteria known as diazotrophs. These
bacteria contain an enzyme known as nitrogenase, which reduces dinitrogen gas to
ammonia, which can then be metabolized by other bacteria and plants. Consumption
of plants and bacteria is how other organisms, higher in the food chain, obtain nitro-
gen for their protein and DNA. To our knowledge, there is not a native nitrogen cycle
on Mars; as such, we must design a synthetic nitrogen cycle to support a manned
mission to the planet. In this thesis we address this by looking at the functional
system design for the central steps of a nitrogen cycle, including nitrogen fixation,
transfer and recycling.
Nitrogen fixation is not exclusive to nitrogenase as there is a robust chemical
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reaction, known as the Haber-Bosh process, which is used in the production of most
conventional nitrogen fertilizers. The Haber-Bosch process is highly scalable but
consumes large quantities of energy and requires extreme temperature and pressure,
500◦C and 200 atm. These energetic requirements, in addition to the potential catas-
trophic consequences of a reactor failure, make the Haber-Bosch process unsuitable
for space applications. Utilizing diazotrophic bacteria to reduce dinitrogen on Mars is
a feasible alternative, as this biological process occurs near standard room tempera-
ture and pressure. The scalability, however, is not well understood as the application
variables are so vast. We address this by comparing bacterial species growth with
varying inputs to identify the most advantageous growth mode for a biological ni-
trogen fixation reactor. We found that when designing a nitrogen fixation system,
balancing nitrogen fixation rates and input requirements is necessary. Factoring both
of these metrics led us to photoheterotrophic growth of Rhodopseudomonas palustris
CGA009 NifA* grown on acetate acetate as the optimal mission relevant system.
Over the last 30 years, Biofertilizer applications have increased as a means of re-
ducing the environmental impacts of inorganic fertilizers. However, there are very few
studies addressing a universal application of biomass, as a biofertilizer, to numerous
plant cultivars and no studies relative to space travel. A functional Nitrogen transfer
from R. palustris biomass to plants and other bacteria needs to be constructed as
the second step in a synthetic nitrogen cycle. We have begun investigating biomass
treatment methods and the compatibility of biomass with multiple plant cultivars.
Treatment of biomass by acidification, at room temperature, with Sulfuric acid is
capable of some level of degradation while maintaining nitrogen levels in solution.
Even though acidified biomass has shown some minor inhibition on germination in
very high concentrations (¿500mgN/L), evidence suggests that at functional concen-
trations ( 100mgN/L), acidified biomass is not inhibitory to germination and may be
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a plausible means of nitrogen transfer for plant growth.
A cyclic nitrogen process is crucial for sustainability as it eliminates nitrogen
accumulation and prevent depletion of dinitrogen gas. It is plausible that waste
remediation by R. palustris NifA* would accomplish this by consuming organic com-
pounds in nitrogen rich waste of a Mars-based research facility. R. palustris could
grow using the organic carbon as a feed source while incorporating nitrogen sources
such as ammonia a urea into its biomass, which could be used as a biofertilizer for
further plant growth. We have only scratched the surface of this possibility as we have
identified to some level the feasibility of growth in simulated waste effluents. Waste
remediation combined with nitrogen reduction and transfer technologies complete the
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History has shown us that space travel is a complicated activity not to be taken
lightly. Extended missions such as those that would accompany a manned mission to
Mars are guaranteed to have increased complexity and require creative solutions to
problems we likely take for granted. One such issue is how to supply the necessary
amount of nitrogen to the astronauts to keep them alive. Nitrogen is an essential
component to life on Earth as most biological molecules, such as protein and DNA,
contain a significant amount of it. Most organisms have to get it from what they eat,
but some bacteria at the bottom of the food chain are capable of getting it from the
air in our atmosphere. These bacteria take nitrogen gas from our atmosphere and
convert it into ammonia, which is then taken by plants as they grow and incorporated
into their proteins and DNA. As other organisms eat these plants this nitrogen is used
to build their cells, furthering the transport through the food chain.
The natural process of converting nitrogen gas to ammonia by bacteria was not
sufficient for supplying all of the plant growth as the world’s population increases. To
address this, an industrial process, known as the Haber-Bosch process, was developed
to make artificial fertilizers that are now used from back yard gardens to mega-farms
across the globe. Making this type of fertilizer on Mars is not plausible as it requires
an extensive infrastructure to support it’s production, and shipping the necessary
amount of fertilizer would take too much payload. Because nitrogen gas is present on
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Mars, sending a small supply of bacteria and using as much of the resources on Mars
as possible, such as sunlight and water, we may be able to supply the nitrogen for
the mission while keeping the payload requirement low. The foundational research
necessary to check if this is possible is found in chapter 2 of this thesis. We compared
different bacteria and reactor inputs and found that a bacteria, known as Rhodopseu-
domonas palustris NIfA*, that uses light as energy and acetate as carbon to produce
the highest level of usable nitrogen. This fist step of nitrogen fixation is crucial as
it allows us to convert the nitrogen gas on mars into biologically relevant nitrogen
sources for plant and bacterial growth.
In most ecosystems, the bacteria that supply nitrogen to plants are specific de-
pending on the plant species and the area the bacteria are living. This is problematic
as we likely need to provide nitrogen to crop plants with various natural sources of ni-
trogen. In chapter 3, we show that by using acid to break down the bacteria, we may
be able to use a single bacteria to supply nitrogen to various plants. One other aspect
of nitrogen on Earth is that there is an extensive system of organisms and reactions
that turn the unusable nitrogen in the food chain back into nitrogen gas, creating a
cycle. This type of cyclic process is necessary to avoid depleting the nitrogen gas in
the atmosphere and for supporting a long-lasting global ecosystem. There is even less
nitrogen on Mars, so we want to create a cyclic process there as well. Using mission
waste to support bacterial growth and nitrogen recycling would allow us to close the
loop and complete an artificial nitrogen cycle.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Biology as a solution to deep space exploration challenges
There are multiple things to consider when designing a novel process aimed at
a specific goal, and in today’s climate, sustainability is a major focus. Sustainability
often is a focus as a means of limiting the environmental impact of a process; however,
other benefits have been observed as sustainability measures are satisfied. Sustain-
able design is often most beneficial when done with a resource-conscious mindset,
attempting to utilize highly prevalent and easily obtained local resources, known as
in situ resources (Badiru, 2010). In addition to environmental impact reduction, this
mindset often results in lower build costs as a result of shipping burden reduction
through in situ resource utilization. The importance of local resource utilization in-
creases as the distance between resource location and implementation increases. The
benefits of in situ resource utilization in space exploration is magnified. As we ven-
ture further from Earth the shipment burden increases dramatically, as payload is
often a bottleneck for mission design. Each unit mass of payload requires as much as
100 additional units of support mass for its transport (Menezes et al., 2015a; Nangle
et al., 2020). This aspect of space travel requires us to rethink processes that seem
insignificant to previous space exploration. For example, due to the travel distance
and duration of a Mars research mission, total food supplies cannot be shipped as it
would take a considerable portion of the allowable payload, estimated to be as high as
5 tons of shipped food (Menezes et al., 2015a; Nangle et al., 2020). A feasible solution
to this would be to transport plant seeds and utilize Martian resources such as water,
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N2, and CO2 to grow the food needed for the mission. food production processes
alone would rely heavily on the established processes to supply plant relevant to feed
stocks from in situ resources on Mars
In addition to food production, there may be other problems with a deep space
mission that in situ resource utilization can address. Such as: fuel generation, drug
manufacturing, radiation monitoring, and waste management. Biology has the po-
tential to act as a catalyst, using many Martian resources to address some of these
issues (Menezes et al., 2015a,b). Bacteria have been used as biocatalysts to address
similar problems on Earth with benefits including, but not limited to: self-assembling,
high input versatility, multi-process capability, integration, and self-healing (Sheldon
and Woodley, 2018). If specific biological processes are feasible for space exploration
missions, the scale of the benefits of using biocatalysts would only increase when
compared to earth bound applications.
1.2 Nitrogen cycle
Nitrogen is one of the more abundant elements in biological material, such as
DNA and proteins, making it pivotal to life as we know it. Nitrogen is found in rela-
tively high abundance on Earth makeing up more than 70% of the atmosphere, in the
form of dinitrogen gas. Even though dinitrogen gas is highly prevalent, this form of
nitrogen is not readily biologically available as most organisms have no way of metab-
olizing it and incorporating it into their biomass. On Earth, evolution has addressed
this by developing the enzyme nitrogenase, that is responsible for converting the
abundant stores of dinitrogen gas to ammonia (Canfield et al., 2010). Following the
generation of ammonia, plants and other microbes are capable of metabolizing am-
monia through a process known as nitrogen assimilation. Nitrogen assimilation starts
with uptake of free ammonium into a plant or bacterial cell through ammonium trans-
3
porters; ammonium is then assimilated into glutamine and glutamate through the
glutamine synthetase/glutamine-2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase cycle (Miflin and
Habash, 2002; Xu et al., 2012). Once ammonia has been assimilated into these amino
acids, nitrogen can then be assimilated into proteins or transferred to other nitrogen-
containing biological molecules. Other organisms that cant utilize nitrogen in the
form of ammonium must consume plant tissue or bacterial mass proteins containing
nitrogen, which they use to construct their nitrogen-rich organic structures. Nitrogen
balance in most organisms is crucial, as high levels of ammonia are toxic. To address
this toxicity, animals excrete excess nitrogen, mostly as ammonia, urea or uric acid
(Wright, 1995). In order to prevent a nitrogen sink, nitrogen waste molecules are
converted to nitrates through a bacterial process known as nitrification, then con-
verted to nitrogen gas via denitrifying bacteria (Canfield et al., 2010). Nitrogen in
biological molecules, such as protein and DNA, is very stable and must be broken
down into ammonium through a bacterial process known as ammonification (Ladd
and Jackson, 2015). The combination of all of these processes, from nitrogen reduc-
tion, assimilation, and recycling, is known as the nitrogen cycle (Ferguson, 1998).
Like many well known or simple processes, when moved from our biosphere to other
planetary bodies in our solar system, a fundamental aspects of life, such as the ni-
trogen cycle, become increasingly complex. In order to solve the complex problem of
establishing an artificial nitrogen cycle on Mars, a reliable foundation for the bacterial
processes needs to be developed. The comprehensive chapters of this thesis contain
foundational principles for the development of an extraterrestrial artificial nitrogen
cycle.
1.3 Nitrogen fixation
To design a nitrogen cycle on Mars, the first step is the reduction of dinitrogen
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gas to ammonia. This process is achieved for many man-made fertilizers by a process
known as the Haber-Bosh process, which consumes large quantities of energy and
requires high temperature and pressure (Erisman et al., 2015). These aspects make
this energetically costly and unsafe for utilization in a Martian research facility. Bio-
logical nitrogen reduction, on the other hand, typically occurs at room temperature
and pressure, and is facilitated by nitrogenase, this process occurs in microorganisms
known as diazotrophs. Within these diazotrophs, there are three nitrogenase isozymes
that are characterized by the metal utilized in the catalytic site: Mo, V, and Fe nitro-
genase (Eady, 1996). All of these isozymes perform the same basic nitrogen reduction
chemistry, illustrated in the stoichiometric equation 1.1. These isozymes vary in their
efficiencies as hydrogen ions are redueced to hydrogen gas without being coupled to
ammonia generation at different ratios (Harris et al., 2018).
N2 + 8H
+ + 8e− + 16ATP → 2NH3 +H2 + 16ADP + 16Pi (1.1)
Nitrogenase is a two-component enzyme with the catalytic site responsible for
chemical reduction events and a dinitrogen reductase, which supplies energy through
ATP hydrolysis (Hoffman et al., 2014; MacKay and Fryzuk, 2004). Equation 1.1
shows that for a perfectly efficient nitrogenase, 8 equivalent ATP are required for
each ammonia produced. Because of enzymatic inefficiencies, this is not what oc-
curs as nitrogenase evolves additional hydrogen during nitrogen reduction that is not
coupled with ammonia generation (Harris et al., 2018). Consequently, more ATP is
consumed increasing the energy demand for ammonia production. This enzymatic
inefficiency is a significant factor to consider as we design a synthetic nitrogen reduc-
tion system. If we maximize the energetic flux through nitrogenase, we will in turn
increase the ammonia production; this could be accomplished by increasing the ATP
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levels or reducing competing metabolic processes. Additionally the effects of increas-
ing ATP flux through nitrogenase needs to be considered, as changes in energetic flux
could be detrimental to bacteria health, reducing overall ammonia production.
In diazotrophic bacteria, comparing growth modes such as phototrophic with
chemotrophic and heterotrophic with autotrophic may indicate the optimal growth
mode to maximize ATP flux through nitrogenase. Phototrophic bacteria are capable
of converting light radiation to ATP through photosynthesis, while chemotrophic bac-
teria oxidize carbon compounds for ATP production. Even though ATP generated
photosynthetically requires little to no chemical input, the rates of this growth mode
are often slower when compared to chemotrophic (Schaub and van Gemerden, 1994).
There is a similar trend when comparing autotrophic with heterotrophic, where au-
totrophic growth consumes ATP and electrons to reduce CO2, supplying carbon for
cell growth. In contrast, heterotrophic growth requires oxidation of high-value car-
bon compounds extracting energy and electrons. Autotrophic growth requires less
chemical input, but heterotrophic growth rates are often faster (Bell et al., 2006;
Ranaivoarisoa et al., 2019). One major issue in selecting a bacterial species and
growth mode for chemical production is selecting a metric to use for comparison of
each system. Due to the increased value of conserving volume with deep space mis-
sions, we use the metric of nitrogen fixation per reactor volume in our reactor design.
In chapter 2 we use this metric to identify the optimal bacterial species and growth
mode for our nitrogen reduction reactor.
1.4 Biomass for plant fertilization in space
Reducing nitrogen would be a futile effort unless the form of nitrogen produced
by diazotrophs can be used for other mission processes. One of the major processes
6
would be plant growth as a food source for astronauts. Diazotrophs fall into two
categories: symbiotic and free-living. Symbiotic diazotrophs can be found in plant
root nodules where they supply bioavailable nitrogen to the host plant and in re-
turn receive nutrients from the plants. This process is species-specific, meaning a
single bacteria cannot be universally applied to all plant species (Smercina et al.,
2019). Free-living diazotrophs do not depend on plant nutrients for growth and re-
duce dinitrogen gas in more diverse environments, making them better candidates
for the development of a broad application system. As awareness of the detrimental
effects of artificial fertilizers on ecosystems increases, free-living diazotrophs are being
studied as an alternative biofertilizer source. Artificial nitrogen fertilization has been
necessary to support food production demand, as the global population increases. Ar-
tificial fertilizers allow for increased crop production in normally less fertile regions,
as well as the ubiquitous application with numerous plant species. We are only now
beginning to truly understand the detrimental aspects of artificial fertilizers as they
have been shown to reduced natural plant diversity and have exhibit levels toxicity
in aquatic environments where the excess fertilizer washes to (Crawley et al., 2005;
Vitousek et al., 1997). Biofertilizers are a possible solution to this as they tend to be
more environmentally friendly, and exhibit reduced toxicity and promote healthy soil
bacteria growth, while still increasing the nitrogen levels in the soil (Rao, 1982).
Various diazotrophs have been used in a host of plant investigations, with many
indicating competitive growth stimulation when compared to artificial nitrogen fer-
tilizers (Jha and Prasad, 2006; Kantachote et al., 2016). Even though there is a
substantial amount of research done applying diazotrophs as biofertilizers, they vary
greatly not only in the plant and bacterial species but also in the mode of fertilization
(Sakarika et al., 2019). Bacterial biofertilizer is commonly applied in two main modes:
either as a direct fertilizer where dead biomass is added to the root substrate, or in-
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directly where living bacteria are inoculated into the root zone where they actively
supply nutrients to the plants (Sakarika et al., 2019). One major issue with indirect
fertilization is the difficulty of controlling the amount of nitrogen added to the system,
as it is difficult to control and monitor bacterial production following the inoculation
event. Direct fertilization is not subject issues with nitrogen metering, because the
biomass added can be accurately measured for the nitrogen content and dosage easily
controlled. Purple non-sulfur bacteria (PNSB) are nitrogen-fixing phototrophs
with a highly versatile metabolism. This ability to metabolize many different com-
pounds has resulted in these bacteria populating environments across the globe; this
pervasive presence has also lead to numerous investigations of PNSB as a biofertilizer,
with the majority being applied indirectly (Sakarika et al., 2019). Few of these PNSB
applications have been done with the same bacteria or plant strain in addition to a
wide variance in inocula production, treatment, and performance indicators. This
high level of variance highlights the need for a more systematic fertilizer production
and compatibility screen. Even though environmental concerns for a Martian research
center are small, the benefits of a versatile PNSB bio-fertilization system would ulti-
mately arise from the moderate reactor conditions and self-assembling nature of this
biocatalyst. In chapter 3 we use some basic treatment methods of bacteria biomass
and plant compatibility screening in development of universal biofertilizer production.
1.5 Nitrogen waste remediation
One of the fundamental concepts of sustainable system design is the development
of closed loop systems where the waste at the end of a product life cycle is converted
into raw materials for the generation of new products (King et al., 2006). This type
of system is inherent to biogeochemical processes such as the carbon and nitrogen
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cycle, to prevent resource depletion. To prevent a similar depletion on Mars design-
ing a synthetic nitrogen cycle would rely heavily on these engineering principles of
remanufacturing and recycling (Garland, 1992; Mackowiak et al., 1996). A closed-
loop system maintains the added value of products formed in the early stages of the
synthetic nitrogen cycle, and remanufacturing biofertilizer from waste streams using
PNSB may be a feasible strategy to accomplish this.
On Earth, PNSB are commonly utilized in remediation systems for a diverse
set of waste streams including livestock, food production, agricultural, and domestic
waste (Chitapornpan et al., 2013; Getha et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2004; Kornochalert
et al., 2014; Nagadomi et al., 2000; Pintucci et al., 2015; Sepúlveda-Muñoz et al.,
2020). This diversity is primarily due to the versatility of PNSB in metabolizing
numerous compounds and their high tolerance to generally toxic materials. In ad-
dition to remanufacturing, biofertilizers using waste streams as a carbon and energy
source have the ability for biofuel production, in the form of hydrogen gas (Basak
and Das, 2007). Hydrogen is generated in PNSB via nitrogenase activity in both
light and dark conditions, with light increasing the hydrogen production (Kim et al.,
2011; Oh et al., 2004). Nitrogenase is typically regulated as a response to ammonia
levels: expression is high with low ammonia levels and repression occurs as ammonia
levels increase. Repression of nitrogenase in high ammonia is problematic with waste
stream remediation as the typical mission waste would contain high ammonia levels
(Verostko et al., 2004), which would significantly reduce nitrogenase activity limiting
biofertilizer and biofuel production. R. palustris CGA009 NifA* mutant is a PNSB
that exhibits constitutive nitrogenase expression and reduced ammonia sensitivity
(Adessi et al., 2012), making it ideal for waste applications. Appendix A contains
some initial characterization of waste remediation by R. palustris NifA*. The combi-
nation of this process with the nitrogen reduction system described in chapter 2, and
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the nitrogen transfer found in chapter 3, gives a foundational outline of a synthetic
nitrogen cycle for a Mars research center.
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CHAPTER 2
BACTERIAL STRAIN AND MEDIA COMPOSITION ANALYSIS TO DESIGN A
BIOLOGICAL NITROGEN FIXATION SYSTEM ON MARS
2.1 Abstract
Every aspect of life support becomes increasingly more important as we send
humans into deeper reaches of space. On Mars, we must address such problems with
maximum infrastructure and maximal safety and stability. Biocatalysts housed in
bacteria have distinct advantages as they are usually grown in moderate conditions
and have the ability of self-assembly, and healing. Here we address the first steps in
a synthetic nitrogen cycle using diazotrophs to reduce dinitrogen gas to bioavailable
forms. In exploring some basic growth modes for diazotrophs it was not surprising
that when focusing on growth rates, heterotrophic growth is more robust than au-
totrophic, and chemotrophic more so than phototrophic. However, upon measuring
input requirements, the amount of nitrogen reduced per acetate consumed was signif-
icantly higher with chemotrophic bacteria. To understand which growth mode would
be optimal as the foundation for a synthetic nitrogen cycle, it is imperative to con-
sider both nitrogen fixation rates as well as carbon consumption rates. We identified
that Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009 NifA* grown photoheterotrophically had
the highest nitrogen fixation rates and efficiency relative to acetate consumption.
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2.2 Introduction
A large portion of biological material, such as DNA and protein, contains signifi-
cant levels of nitrogen making it essential for life. Nitrogen is found in relatively high
abundance on Earth as it makes up more than 70% of our atmosphere. However, the
nitrogen in our atmosphere is in the form of dintirogen gas (N2) which is chemically
inert and cannot be utilized by most organisms (Canfield et al., 2010). Evolution
has addressed this by developing an enzyme known as nitrogenase that is responsible
for converting N2 into ammonia. Ammonia can be metabolized by plants and other
bacteria, which in turn supply nitrogen to other organisms. Like many well known
or simple processes, when moved from our biosphere to other planetary bodies, ni-
trogen supply becomes increasingly essential. To support life on Mars there needs to
be a simple and efficient process for fertilizer production from in situ dinitrogen gas
(Menezes et al., 2015). Nitrogen-fixing bioreactors are appealing alternatives to con-
ventional inorganic fertilizer production, which require high pressure, temperature,
and energy consumption (Erisman et al., 2015). Nitrogenase is capable of ammonia
production at relatively low temperature and pressure, making it more conducive to
applications in heavily controlled environments such as an early planetary research
facility on Mars.
Nitrogenase may be capable of reducing dinitrogen in moderate conditions; how-
ever, this reduction comes at a substantial metabolic cost. N2 is chemically inert,
in order to surpass the energetic threshold required to reduce this stable molecule,
nitrogenase couples electron transfer with MgATP hydrolysis (Hoffman et al., 2014;
MacKay and Fryzuk, 2004). The minimum reaction stoichiometry (equation 2.1),
shows that for every two molecules of ammonia produced 16 ATP and 8 electrons are
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consumed (Hoffman et al., 2014).
N2 + 8H
+ + 8e− + 16ATP → 2NH3 +H2 + 16ADP + 16Pi (2.1)
This energetic demand illustrates the energetic strain that diazotrophs are subject
to while fixing nitrogen. As with organisms, other metabolic processes exist and
are in competition with nitrogenase for the energetic resources available within the
cell. Many diazotrophs are autotrophic, meaning they are capable of reducing carbon
dioxide and assimilating it into biological molecules. Each carbon molecule that is as-
similated requires 3-4 electrons and 2-6 ATP, depending on the anabolic process and
carbon product formed (Mangiapia and Scott, 2016). Even though autotrophic bac-
teria have more resource competition between nitrogenase and carbon assimilation, it
is not apparent that this should be avoided when designing a nitrogen fixing reactor,
as autotrophic growth doesn’t require the consumption of high-value carbon com-
pounds. For heterotrophic growth, acetate is a good option as a carbon source as it is
a simple molecule that can be produced inorganically through robust electrocatalytic
processes that utilize CO as the chemical input (Li et al., 2014; Ripatti et al., 2019),
or from CO2 by a class of organisms known as acetogens (Adessi et al., 2012; Drake
et al., 2008; Gildemyn et al., 2015). These bacteria have been utilized in numerous
electrocatalytic systems which have increased the acetate production efficiency of the
bacteria (Jourdin et al., 2016; Patil et al., 2015). Because CO2 is readily available
on Mars, and CO2 conversion to CO and O2 is plausible through a process known as
MOXIE (Hecht et al., 2016), it is reasonable to assume that acetate will be our prin-
ciple carbon source for heterotrophic growth in our nitrogen fixing bioreactor on Mars.
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When considering efficiency in biosystem design for nitrogen reduction, it is valu-
able to note that there are diazotrophs that are also phototrophic (Adessi et al., 2012;
Chen et al., 2006; Kannaiyan et al., 1997). Phototrophic bacteria are capable of con-
verting light energy into ATP and reducing equivalents within the cell. However, one
caveat with these bacteria is that they often take longer to grow when compared to
heterotrophic bacteria (Kaufmann et al., 1982). This diversity of metabolic character
found within diazotrophic bacteria creates an overwhelming number of options for
bacteria selection and feedstock inputs for a nitrogen reducing biosystem. Identifying
mission relavant metrics to consider in designing the optimal bioreactor system is not
a trivial task. Here we will address how we developed our framework for a biological
nitrogen reducing system that shows available applications in a synthetic Martian
nitrogen cycle.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Bacterial species
All bacteria tested were diazotrophs. Azotobacter vinelandii is a chemoheterotrophic
bacteria that was selected for its relatively fast growth rates, while consuming or-
ganic carbon. All other bacteria used were purple non-sulfur phototrophic bacteria
strains capable of both autotrophic and heterotrophic growth, including Rhodospir-
illum rubrum, Rhodobacter capsulatus, Rhodobacter spheroides, Rhodopseudomonas
palustirs TIE-1 wild type, and CGA009 nifA*. The nifA* mutation resulting in con-
stitutive nitrogenase expression (McKinlay and Harwood, 2010).
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2.3.2 Culture Media
A. vinelandii media containing 4.5mM K2HPO4 and 1.5mM KH2PO4 as the
buffering components, 0.015mM ferric citrate, carbon source was either 50mM sucrose
or 30mM acetate, concentrated salts solution to a final concentration of 0.1% (v/v)
and 5M urea concentrate added to a final concentration of 0.2% (v/v). [salt solution
concentrate (g/L concentration): MgSO4-7H2O (2), CaCl2-2H2O (0.9), Fe(II)SO4-
7H2O (0.05), Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.002)].
R. palustris minimal salts media containing 12.5mM K2HPO4 and 12.5mM KH2PO4
as the main buffering components, a concentrated base solution at a final concentra-
tion of 0.1% (v/v), Wolf’s vitamins at a 0.5%(v/v) final concentration and depending
on the modality of growth different carbon sources were implimented, 30mM ac-
etate as the carbon source in heterotrophic growths or NaHCO3 for autotrophic.
[Concentrated base stock solution (mM concentrations): nitrilotriacetic acid (105),
MgSO4 (240), CaCl2-2H2O (45), Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.78),FeSO4-7H2O (2.5), EDTA
(0.86), ZnSO4-7H2O (3.81), MnSO4-H2O (0.91), CuSO4-5H2O (0.15) Co(NO3)−2-
6H2O (0.085), Na2B4O7-10H2O (0.046)]. [Wolfe’s Vitamins stock solution [containing
(g/L): p-aminobenzoid acid (0.005), folic acid (0.002), lipoic acid (0.005). Riboflavin
(0.005), thiamine (0.005), nicotinic acid (0.005), pyridoxamine (0.01), pantothenic
acid (0.005), cobalamin (0.0001), biotin (0.002)].
R. capsulatus minimal salts media consisting of 12.5mM K2HPO4 and 12.5mM
KH2PO4 as the main buffering components, 30mM acetate carbon source, 0.054mM
Na2EDTA, 0.081mM MgSO4-7H2O, 0.051mM CaCl2-2H2O, a concentrated base solu-
tion at a final concentration of 0.1% (v/v), Wolf’s vitamins at a 0.5%(v/v) final con-
centration, and biotin-thiamine 0.1% (v/v) final concentration. [Concentrated base
stock solution (mM concentrations): EDTA (18), FeSO4-7H2O (7.6), CoCl2-6H2O
(0.85), Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.78), ZnSO4-7H2O (0.51), MnCl2-4H2O (0.51), CuCl2-2H2O
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(0.1), NiCl2-6H2O(0.11), VOSO4-H2O (0.15), H3BO3 (0.097), Na2WO4-H2O (0.0061),
Na2SeO3 (0.013)]. [Wolfe’s Vitamins stock solution containing (g/L): p-aminobenzoid
acid (0.005), folic acid (0.002), lipoic acid (0.005). Riboflavin (0.005), thiamine
(0.005), nicotinic acid (0.005), pyridoxamine (0.01), pantothenic acid (0.005), cobal-
amin (0.0001), biotin (0.002)].
R. rubrum minimal salts media consisting of 12.5mM K2HPO4 and 12.5mM
KH2PO4 as the main buffering components, 30mM acetate carbon source, 1.0mM
MgSO4-7H2O, 1.0mM CaCl2-2H2O, a concentrated base solution at a final concen-
tration of 0.1% (v/v), Wolf’s vitamins at a 0.5%(v/v)final concentration, and biotin-
thiamine 0.1% (v/v) final concentration. [Concentrated base stock solution (mM
concentrations): EDTA (60), H3BO3 (45), Ferric citrate (15), CoCl2-6H2O (0.85),
Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.78), ZnSO4-7H2O (0.51), MnCl2-4H2O (0.51), CuCl2-2H2O (0.1),
NiCl2-6H2O(0.11), VOSO4-H2O (0.15), Na2WO4-H2O (0.0061),]. [Wolfe’s Vitamins
stock solution containing (g/L): p-aminobenzoid acid (0.005), folic acid (0.002), lipoic
acid (0.005). Riboflavin (0.005), thiamine (0.005), nicotinic acid (0.005), pyridox-
amine (0.01), pantothenic acid (0.005), cobalamin (0.0001), biotin (0.002)]. [Biotin
thiamine stock solution containing 0.014mM biotin and 3.7mM thiamine].
R. sphaeroides minimal salts media consisting of 12.5mM K2HPO4 and 12.5mM
KH2PO4 as the main buffering components, 30mM acetate carbon source, 54uM
Na2EDTA, 81uM MgSO4-7H2O, 51uM CaCl2-2H2O, 0.04mM ferric citrate, a concen-
trated base solution at a final concentration of 0.1% (v/v), and Wolf’s vitamins at
a 0.75%(v/v) final concentration. [Concentrated base stock solution (mM concentra-
tions): EDTA (18), FeSO4-7H2O (7.6), CoCl2-6H2O (0.85), Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.78),
ZnSO4-7H2O (0.51), MnCl2-4H2O (0.51), CuCl2-2H2O (0.1), NiCl2-6H2O(0.11), VOSO4-
H2O (0.15), H3BO3 (0.097), Na2WO4-H2O (0.0061), Na2SeO3 (0.013)]. [Wolfe’s Vita-
mins stock solution containing (g/L): p-aminobenzoid acid (0.005), folic acid (0.002),
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lipoic acid (0.005). Riboflavin (0.005), thiamine (0.005), nicotinic acid (0.005), pyri-
doxamine (0.01), pantothenic acid (0.005), cobalamin (0.0001), biotin (0.002)].
2.3.3 Growth conditions and monitoring
Azotobacter vinelandii growths were prepared using 2.6L Erlenmeyer flasks filled
with 1L of the phosphate buffer as described previously (Harris et al., 2018). One
flask was filled with 500mL to act as an overnight inoculum culture for the other
flasks. Each flask was covered with aluminum foil, the salts concentrate, and urea
stock were autoclaved to achieve sterility. Using aseptic microbiology practices to
maintain sterility, salts concentrate was added to the 500mL media flask to reach a
final concentration of 0.1% (v/v), urea stock to a final concentration of 10mM. The
flask was inoculated from a starter plate, and placed in a shaker incubator overnight
at 30◦C and 300 rpm. Salts concentrate was added to the 1L buffer to achieve a
0.1% (v/v) final concentration and inoculated from the overnight culture to a start-
ing OD600 between 0.05 and 0.1, and grown in the shaking incubator at the previously
described conditions. Growths were monitored via optical density at 600nm using a
spectrophotometer (Cary 50 UV-vis, Varian instruments, CA, united states), with
measurements taken every 2-3 hrs through the entire growth period. After optical
density was measured, samples were frozen in a -20C freezer for later analysis.
Photoautotrophic growths of R. palustris TIE-1 were prepared by adding the R.
palustris media without Wolf’s vitamines or NaHCO3 to serum vials filled to a 50%
volume. Anaerobicity was achieved by sparging the media with nitrogen for at least
20 min and headspace for 10 min. Vials were then sealed with blue butyl 20mm rub-
ber stoppers and autoclaved. Upon cooling, Wolf’s vitamines were added to the vials
through a 0.2 µm syringe filter. Headspace was again exchanged with nitrogen gas
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and normalized to ambient pressure, hydrogen gas equal to the headspace volume was
added to each serum vial. Vials were again normalized to achieve a 1:1 ratio of N2 to
H2, degassed NaHCO3 was then added to make a 30mM final concentration. TIE-1
cells, grown heterotrophically in small screwcap vials, were used as an inoculum: this
was accomplished by calculating the cell mass needed to achieve a starting OD660
between 0.05-0.1 and pelleting cells to separate cell mass. The pellets were washed
with nitrogen-free media and re-pelleted, the pellets were resuspended in media taken
from the photoautotrophic vials and added to vials via syringe. Samples were taken
using sterile syringes and monitored by measuring OD at 660nm with the carry UV-
vis spectrophotometer. Samples were taken every 1-2 days until the stationary phase.
Cultures were grown at 25-30◦C and illuminated with a halogen lamp; vials were
placed at a constant distance from a light source to achieve a photon flux between
150-250 uM photon/m2. Photon flux was measured with a 340-1040 quantum flux
meter (Apogee Instruments, UT, United States). Storage procedures were identical
to previously described.
Photoheterotrophic growths of purple non-sulfur bacteria were prepared in a
similar fashion to the phototoautotrophic growths with some minor modificaitons.
They were prepared with media containing acetate, hydrogen gas and bicarbonate
additions were omitted. Samples were taken as previously described. Variable ac-
etate concentration growths were prepared as described with the photoheterotrophic
growth only with changes in the acetate concentration contained in the media. Ac-
etate was added to the media to the appropriate concentration in each serum vial
before autoclaving. The addition of Wolf’s vitamines, sparging, inoculation, growth
monitoring, and storage procedures were identical to previously described cultures.
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2.3.4 Sample Analysis
Ammonia was quantified using a fluorescence-based assay previously described
with minor modifications (Corbin, 1984). In 1cm cuvettes, 25µL of each sample was
added to 1mL of reagent containing 3.5mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 20mM phthalalde-
hyde dicarboxaldehyde, 200mM potassium phosphate, and 5% (v/v) ethanol. The
sample and reagent were allowed to react in the dark for 30 minutes, and fluorescence
measurements were made with excitation wavelength 410nm and emission wavelength
472nm. A ammonium standard was created the same way only a series of ammonium
chloride concentrations added to reagent.
Hydrogen gas quantification was conducted with a Shimadzu GC-8A gas chro-
matograph (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments Inc.) using a thermal conductivity de-
tector. The injector/detector temperature was 100◦C, column temperature 60◦C, and
argon carrier gas (135kPa). 200 µL samples from the serum vial headspace were in-
jected into the column with a gas-tight syringe (Hamilton, NV, United States). A
hydrogen standard curve was prepared by the addition of known concentrations of
hydrogen into the headspace of vials filled 50% with H2O. The peak areas from the
generated chromatograms were then used to develop a linear curve to calculate the
hydrogen in the headspace of the growth vials.
Due to small sample volumes collected, pH was measured using MColorpHast pH
test strips, pH 6.5-10 (EMD Millipore Corporation, MA, United States). pH mea-
surements were conducted immediately following sample collection from serum vials
before OD660 measurements and freezing.
2.4 Results
To understand which general mode of growth would be most effective for a
nitrogen-fixing system R. palustris TIE-1 was grown both autotrophically (with CO2
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and H2) and heterotrophically (with acetate). Autotrophically, R. palustris was able
to reach a maximal OD660 of 0.9 over the course of 30 days, heterotrophically the
same strain was able to grow to an OD660 of 2.7 in 5 days (figure 2.1). Using the
measured correlation of biomass to optical density (0.33g CDW/L/OD660), we con-
verted these values to dry cell mass. Bacterial dry cell mass typically contains 8-13%
nitrogen (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001); this composition was used to determine the
amount of nitrogen fixed per unit volume. Autotrophic growths were determined to
produce 35mg N/L and the heterotrophic growth produces 90mgN/L. To calculate
the production rate, we divide these values by the days. The autotrophic growth
was found to be 1.16mg N/L/day and heterotrophic 18mg N/L/day. Heterotrophic
growth with R. palustris shows a greater than 15-fold increase in nitrogen fixation
rates relative to autotrophic.
To contrast phototrophic and chemotrophic growth we compared the growth rate
of A. vinelandii to R. palustris. A. vinelandii, a fast-growing diazotroph, grew to an
OD600 of 10 in 2 days (figure 2.2). This correlates to a nitrogen fixation rate of
165mgN/L/day, this rate exceeds R. palustris by a factor of 9. This lead us to believe
that chemoheterotrophic growth, of A. vinelandii, may be a better candidate. How-
ever, the initial 30mM of acetate was insufficient to accommodate the entire growth
requiring subsequent additions of acetate making the total consumed equal to over
180mM. Even when accounting for acetate consumption, the nitrogen fixation rate per
unit of acetate with A. vinelandii was similar to those calculated from R. palustris.
It was also previously demonstrated that Azotobacter grown on acetate has reduced
levels of nitrogenase activity (Strandberg and Wilson, 1968). The literary evidence
of limited nitrogenase activity and comparable fixed N per acetate consumed settled
us on a photoheterotrophic growth mode as the base for the nitrogen fixation system
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Fig. 2.1: Direct comparison of heterotrophic and autotrophic growth of R. palustris
CGA009 NifA*.
with acetate.
Purple non sulfur species selection was conducted by growing each of the
five strains simultaneously and comparing the growth rates directly (figure 2.3). R.
rubrum grew to a maximal OD660 of 0.52 over the course of 4 days; R. spheroides
grew to a similar OD660 of 0.59 over the 4 days; R. capsulatus had a faster initial
growth rate and hit a maximal OD660 of 0.84 in 4 days; R. palustris NifA* reached a
maximal OD660 of 1.8 in 4 days and TIE-1 reached an OD660 of 2.0 in 5 days. Con-
verting these values into nitrogen fixation rates (table 2.1), we see that the two R.
palustris strains nitrogen fixation rates are at least double the other purple non-sulfur
strains.
The initial species selection experiments were all performed with 30mM acetate.
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Fig. 2.2: Indirect optical density comparison growth of R. palustris CGA009 NifA*
(measured at 660nm) and A. vinelandii (measured at 600nm).
This concentration was selected as a result of communications with a colleague in-
forming us that their acetate reactor was producing acetate at this level, as well as
comparison to ATCC media recipes for purple non-sulfur bacteria. Further optimiza-
tion and characterization of the bacterial growth on acetate were necessary. Growths
with extensive concentrations of acetate were conducted to identify the range of ac-
etate where near-optimal growth occurred (figure 2.4). The 10, 25 and 50 mM acetate
have similar growth with the 25 and 50 mM reaching the highest maximal OD within
one day of each other, and a slight lag in the 50mM growth. The 100mM grew, but
exhibited a 5-day lag phase as it acclimated to this high level of acetate.
The second series of variable acetate growths were performed with the acetate
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Fig. 2.3: Direct comparison of multiple PNSB species includingR. palustris TIE-1 and
CGA009 NifA*, R. capsulatus, R. rubrum, and R. spheroides (measured at 660nm).
in addition to optical density, we measured pH, hydrogen gas formation and extra-
cellular ammonium. We can see from the OD660 measurements (figure 2.5A) that
there is little to no difference between the 20-40mM acetate conditions with similar
initial doubling rates, max OD, and lag times. The 40mM concentration did however
reach a slightly lower maximal OD, around 75% of the maximal OD of the 20 and 30
mM growths. The 10mM has a similar initial growth rate but plateaus at a far lower
cell density, around 30% of the maximal OD of the 20 and 30mM growths. These
trends were also observed in the pH and hydrogen evolution measurements (Figure
2.5C and D). The combination of these results indicates that the growth kinetics for
R. palustris are maximal with the 20 and 30mM conditions, indicating that they are
saturated but not inhibited at these acetate concentrations. Acetate consumption
rates were relatively comparable between initial acetate concentrations (figure2.5D).
Extracellular ammonium levels were measured however none of the samples tested
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Fig. 2.4: Wide acetate concentration growth of R. palustris CGA009 NifA*,
0,10,25,50,100 mM starting concentrations
exhibit any detectable level of ammonia production (<100µM).
2.5 Discussion
Nitrogen reduction is essential for life support of a Martian research mission;
however, for a feasible nitrogen-fixing reactor we would need to minimize our input
requirements as well as our reactor size. In our first attempt to design the most ef-
ficient system, we focused on utilizing photoautotrophic bacteria. Photoautotrophic
growth was appealing due to the energy capture capacity of the photosystem and the
lack of high-value carbon requirements; however, underestimated the energetic com-
petition that carbon fixation would have on the nitrogen reduction process, as the





Fig. 2.5: In depth optimal acetate characteristics of R. palustris CGA009 NifA*
growths, 10-40mM inintial acetate concentrations with multiple regular measurements
of growth characteristics through the entire growth period. A: optical density mea-
sured at 660nm, B: percent extracellular acetate, C: pH changes, D: Hydrogen in
headspace.
An autotrophic approach resulted in an unrealistic reactor volume required to satisfy
the nitrogen demand increasing the mission burden, even when considering the con-
sumption of readily available CO2 compared to a higher-value acetate. Even though
growth rates clearly indicate problems with an autotrophic reactor, when compared
to heterotrophic growth, this measure alone is insufficient for selecting a microbial
growth mode. Analysis of chemical input as well as growth rates indicate that there
are benefits to phototrophic growth, even though it has a lower growth rates. This
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is illustrated with the comparison of A. vinelandii to R. palustris. Fixation rates
alone indicate a nine-fold advantage of reactor size with Azotobacter, but this is ac-
companied by a significant increase in acetate input, resulting in an increased mission
burden. These calculations have led us to focus on PNSB as the bacteria for a mission
critical nitrogen fixation reactor.
Of our PNSB, R. palustris is the optimal bacteria as it has higher growth rates
while consuming the same amount of acetate per nitrogen reduced. As we narrow
on the bacterial strain, it is helpful to consider the changes in the cellular nitrogen
content through the growth phase. Nitrogenase expression and activity is typically
regulated as a result of the ammonium levels within the cell (Masepohl et al., 2002).
NifA is a transcriptional regulator of nitrogenase that is repressed as the ammonium
levels increase, a mutation in this gene has been shown to reduce the sensitivity of a
bacteria to ammonium levels (Adessi et al., 2012). Of the two R. palustris strains, the
NifA* mutant has the largest upside in a nitrogen-fixing reactor due to the potential
of fixing nitrogen in higher external ammonia environments. When we look at the
hydrogen production in these two strains, we see higher levels of hydrogen generated
with the CGA009 NifA* strain which is indicative of higher nitrogenase activity. It
was also observed that R. palustris CGA009 NifA* has an increased nitrogen com-
position often exceeding 17%, where the wild type strain is typically 13% (data not
shown).
Growth measurments of NifA* from experiments conducted with varying acetate
concentrations indicate that optimal acetate concentration is 20-30mM. Even though
cultures grew with acetate exceeding 30mM, they either exhibited increased lag phase,
or reduced maximal OD, when compared to 30mM. Even though the growth was sub
optimal, this shows the potential of NifA* to adapt to higher acetate levels if the
more extensive system requires them to do so. Lower acetate concentrations bellow
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20mM would support growth, if the acetate supply was limited and acetate generation
was only capable of achieving low levels. However, this is unlikely as it is has been
demonstrated that acetogens are capable of producing acetate levels exceeding 20mM
(Batlle-Vilanova et al., 2016; Jourdin et al., 2016). Acetate generating bioreactors
typically experience a decrease in pH from the high levels of acetic acid formation.
This could potentially be mitigated by direct co-culture of acetogens with nitrogen-
fixing bacteria. In a nitrogen-fixing reactor nitrogenase converts hydrogen ions to
hydrogen gas increasing the pH; these opposing pH trends may balance the pH to a
level optimal for both bacteria in a co-cultured reactor.
The central motivation for nitrogen fixation within natural and artificial nitrogen
cycles is the use of fixed nitrogen as a biofertilizer for plant growth. A large portion
of prior biofertilizer research has been done by isolating bacteria from specific plant
species root zones (Gamal-Eldin and Elbanna, 2011; Y. Hafeez et al., 2006). Appli-
cations of these bacteria result in robust plant growth but are often not capable of
acting as a biofertilizer with broad plant species application. Here we address the
first step toward a ubiquitous biofertilizer by identifying the most effective growth
modality for future bioreactor design. Future work will be necessary to facilitate the
use of photoheterotrophically grown R. palustris NifA* biomass as a nitrogen source
for plant/bacteria growth. However, this study shows promise in the capacity for a
feasible biofertilizer reactor for life support of a Martian research base.
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DEVELOPING A BROAD APPLICATION BIOFERTILIZER FROM
RHODOPSEUDOMONAS PALUSTRIS BIOMASS
3.1 Abstract
As the world’s population increases so does the demand for agricultural food
production. To meet this demand more land is converted to agricultural land and
aggresive fertilization strategies are conducted to increase crop production. inorganic
nitrogen fertilizers are effective for plant growth, but they have severe environmental
impacts as they contaminate surrounding areas, are highly toxic to aquatic environ-
ments, and reduce natural plant and microbe diversity. One approach to address
these issues is to use organic matter rich in nitrogen as a biofertilizer to support food
production as these typically have reduced ecological impacts. Here we identify the
feasibility of Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009 NifA* as a ubiquitous biofertilizer
supporting plant growth in multiple cultivars. The fertilization method was the first
hurdle as adding the biomass directly to the substrata would result in at least 30% of
the biomass being washed out of the system as well as uncontrolled nitrogen feed rates
to the plant root zone. Acidification of the biomass stablized the nitrogen so it could
be directly added to the nutrient solution allowing for a more measurable feed rate of
nitrogen, and reducing nitrogen loss in the system. Germination screening was per-
formed to identify plant species compatibility as many biofertilizers exhibit cultivar
specific interactions. Seedling germination tests suggest that acidified biomass may
stimulate plant growth relative to a nitrogen-free nutrient solution; however, there
is still some level of growth inhibition with specific plant species when compared to
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inorganic nitrogen fertilizers. Understand the full effects of R. palustris biomass on
plant growth would require long term growth experiments to see if this inhibition is
significant to adult plants.
3.2 Introduction
With an increasing population, the worldwide food demand has dramatically
risen, resulting in increases in the amount of land converted into agricultural areas
and the need for higher crop yield within established agriculture. Most current agri-
cultural strategies require inorganic nutrient suplimentation to create and sustain soil
capable of supporting global food demand. These strategies often result in reduced
ecological diversity, as well as nutrients washing out into surrounding aquatic environ-
ments, where they exhibit high levels of toxicity to plant and animal life. (Crawley
et al., 2005; Vitousek et al., 1997). Simulations show that using current practices
and conventional fertilizers will have devastating environmental impacts in the com-
ing decades (Tilman et al., 2011). Fertilization management strategies are being
explored in an attempt to reduce fertilizer mobility (Malhi et al., 2001; Tagliavini
et al., 1996), but there will need to be technological advances with less detrimental
fertilizers to help limit the future impacts. Using biofertilizers as a replacement of,
or supplement to, inorganic fertilizer, is a possible solution to these problems. In
addition to essential nutrients such as nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus; biofer-
tilizers are rich in plant growth-promoting compounds, such as carotenoid pigments,
vitamines, and phytohormones (Sakarika et al., 2019). When compared to inorganic
fertilizers, Biofertilizers tend to have reduced environmental impacts as they are less
mobile and show lower levels of toxicity. (DaSilva et al., 1992; Rao, 1982).
Agricultural nitrogen run-off is one of the worst contributors to fertilizer toxicity
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and contamination of surrounding ecosystems; there are three forms of nitrogen in
conventional fertilizers; ammonia, nitrates, or urea. These compounds alone have
been linked to significant decreases in biodiversity, as well as exhibiting persistence in
environments, often detected for decades (Crawley et al., 2005; Heinsoo et al., 2020).
These problems are not application site-specific; inorganic nitrogen has shown high
levels of mobility as it unintentionally leaches into surrounding areas (Vitousek et al.,
1997). Inorganic nitrogen fertilizer production consumes nearly 2% of the global en-
ergy as well as contributing significantly to atmospheric polution through emission
of nitrogen oxides and CO2 (Erisman et al., 2015). Biological fertilizers are capable
of supplying nitrogen to plants while mitigating much of the environmental impact,
as they are often sustainably produced, and the decomposition rate of these organic
nutrients is slower when compared to soluble inorganic fertilizers, and depends on the
soil microbial activity (DaSilva et al., 1992; Sakarika et al., 2019). Biofertilizer man-
ufacturing, utilizing nitrogen-fixing bacteria, may be capable of reducing the use of
traditional inorganic fertilizers, resulting in restored plant diversity and reduced con-
tamination of surrounding ecosystems (Malhi et al., 2001). However, there are many
unknown factors with the use of biofertilizers, such as general plant application, pro-
duction efficiencies, or specific fertilization behaviors in different environments.
The development and application of biofertilizers are as diverse as the organisms
that fix nitrogen themselves. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria occur as both plant symbiotic
and free-living (Canfield et al., 2010). Symbiotic nitrogen-fixing bacteria are often
found with plant and bacteria species-specific associations making them non-feasible
for wide agricultural applications. Free-living bacteria exist in various environments
and are not dependent on plant associations, increasing the possibility for biofer-
tilizer production within this nitrogen-fixing class (Jha and Prasad, 2006; Tripathy
and Ayyappan, 2005). Purple non-sulfur bacteria (PNSB) are phototrophic nitrogen-
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fixing bacteria with a versatile metabolism, allowing these organisms to be distributed
across the globe. There are many examples of PNSB being utilized as a biofertilizer,
with the majority being applied as indirect (living cultures) to actively supply nutri-
ents to the plants (Sakarika et al., 2019). Although indirect application is plausible,
understanding the nutrient dosage is difficult due to the lack of growth control. Direct
fertilization (dead cell mass) allows for metered control of the nitrogen content added
because it can be directly measured before addition to plants. Many PNSB biofertil-
izer characterization has been done with rice as the cultivar, as rice paddy fields are
one of the most common locations of PNSB isolation (Elbadry et al., 1999; Gamal-
Eldin and Elbanna, 2011; Kantachote et al., 2016; Maudinas et al., 1981). In addition
to rice studies, other cultivars have been tested; however, few studies have utilized
the same bacterial strain, bio-fertilization mode (direct or indirect), or growth con-
dition (Sakarika et al., 2019). Comparison of these trials to identify cultivar-specific
compatibility difficult, due to this high level of variance between studies, illustrating
a need for a more universal application process. Here we investigate the universal
application of acidified Rhodopseudomonas palustris nifA* biomass as a sole nitrogen
source for multiple plant species.
3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Media composition
R. palustris CGA009 NifA* mutant strain was used in all our experiments. The
bacteria was grown in a minimal salts media consisting of 12.5mM K2HPO4 and
12.5mM KH2PO4 buffering components, a concentrated base solution at a final con-
centration of 0.1% (v/v), Wolf’s vitamins at a 0.5% (v/v), and 30mM acetate as
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the carbon source. [Concentrated base stock solution (mM concentrations): nitrilo-
triacetic acid (105), MgSO4 (240), CaCl2-2H2O (45), Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.78),FeSO4-
7H2O (2.5), EDTA (0.86), ZnSO4-7H2O (3.81), MnSO4-H2O (0.91), CuSO4-5H2O
(0.15) Co(NO3)2-6H2O (0.085), Na2B4O7-10H2O (0.046)]. [Wolfe’s Vitamins stock
solution [containing (g/L): p-aminobenzoid acid (0.005), folic acid (0.002), lipoic acid
(0.005). Riboflavin (0.005), thiamine (0.005), nicotinic acid (0.005), pyridoxamine
(0.01), pantothenic acid (0.005), cobalamin (0.0001), biotin (0.002)].
3.3.2 Photobioreactor operation
For bioreactor growth experiments, the R.palustris nifA* media was autoclaved
first, aseptically pumped into the vessel, and flushed with N2:CO2 (80:20) mixture
for 2 hours. Cultures were grown at 30±1◦C with 3x6 fluorescent lamps, 17 W
each, delivering a constant photon flux of 340 mol / m2s (wavelength of 340 - 1040
nm). The 3L photobioreactor was inoculated with 5% (v/v) of late-exponential phase
grown R.palustris nifA* culture and operated in a fed-batch mode for 3 weeks. The
pressure inside the reactor was kept at 1.22 atm, with pressure CO2= 0.24atm and
pressureN2= 0.98 atm. The gas outlet was kept open throughout the operation to
eliminate pressure build-up due to the production of H2 gas. Bacterial biomass was
harvested in the mid-late exponential growth phase by centrifugation for 45 min in
(10,500 rpm, Sorvall Lynx 400 centrifuge with Fiberlite F10 rotor, Thermo Scientific,
MA, United States ). Harvested biomass was stored at -80◦C until further use as a
biofertilizer in germination study.
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3.3.3 Biomass testing and treatment
Ammonium measurements were made using a fluorescence-based assay previ-
ously described with few modifications (Corbin, 1984). Total nitrogen was measured
using the HACH total nitrogen high range test kit based on the persulfate digestion
method 10072 (HACH, CO, United States). Some dilutions were made so the antici-
pated nitrogen content of the biomass was between 2-150mgN/L.
Leachate columns were made with 2.5 inch diameter PVC pipe with a small mesh
screen on the bottom to hold in the substrata. Each column was filled with 300 mL
of dry washed substrata. Substratas tested were coarse sand, ultra fine sand, calcined
clay, and diatomaceous earth. The biomass suspension had 0.3g of wet R. palustris
cells suspended in 50mL water. The suspension was poured on the dry substrata,
and each column was allowed to sit for 1 hour before water was poured through the
columns until 50mL of flow-through was collected, and subsequent water washing was
performed daily. Flowthrough was measured for optical density at 660nm (Cary 50
UV-vis, Varian instruments, CA, United States), electrical conductivity (DiST3 elec-
trical conductivity tester, Hanna Instruments, RI, United States), and pH (FiveEasy
pH meter, Mettler Toledo LLC, OH, United States).
Biomass acidification tests were conducted with 10mM solution of sulfuric acid
which was used to resuspend biomass paste to a concentration of 2g/L of N. This
concentrate was then diluted with sulfuric acid to 75mg/L and added to serum vials
and sealed with butyl rubber stoppers and incubated for 2 weeks at room tempera-
ture. Half of the vials were shaken, and the others were stagnant throughout the two
weeks. pH was monitored intermittently, and ammonium was measured as previously
described at day 0 and day 14. Biomass preparation for plant treatments was created
by resuspending cell mass in a 1mM sulfuric acid solution, the concentrate (6.9 gN/L)
was then stored in the refrigerator until it was used.
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3.3.4 Germination test
Acidified R. palustris nifA* biomass with a stock concentration of 6.9 g/L of N
was used to prepare nutrient solutions for plant growth with varying concentrations
of N: 650 mg/L, 130 mg/L, 13 mg/L, and 1.3 mg/L. The hydroponic nutrient solu-
tion for plants was prepared with the following formulation (in mM): CaSO4*2H2O
(1), K2SO4 (1), KH2PO4 (0.2), MgSO4 (0.5), K2SiO3 (0.3), FeCl3 (5), EDDHA (20),
MnCl2 (2), ZnCl2 (3), H3BO3 (40), CuCl2 (2), Na2MoO4 (0.1). For nitrate-containing
solution, positive control treatment, Ca(NO3)2, and KNO3 were used instead of cor-
respondent sulfates, to yield 84 mg/L of N in the final solution.
Nitrogen from acidified bacterial biomass was tested for the potential inhibitory
effect on the seeds of five cultivars: Romaine lettuce (Lactuca sativa, var. Parris
island), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum, var. Early girl), wheat (Triticum aestivum
L, var. Apogee), barley (Hordeum vulgare), and cucumber (Cucumis sativus, var.
Straight 8). Germination was conducted on cellulose germination paper in plastic
germination boxes, with two-three seed types per box, depending on the seed size.
Eight to ten seeds per plant cultivar were placed in each germination box for each of
the six nitrogen treatments: NO3-N (84 mg/L), 650 mg/L (biofertilizer), 130 mg/L
(biofertilizer), 13 mg/L (biofertilizer), 1.3 mg/L (biofertilizer) and no N control. Seeds
were watered with the correspondent nutrient solution every other day (20 ml per ger-
mination box) and kept in a stable temperature room at 20±2◦C, under 12 hrs of
illumination with 200µmol/m2s of photons. Seedlings were harvested when shoots
reached the top germination box cover (7-12 days).
Percent germination was calculated as a total number of seeds that developed
shoots divided by the total number of seeds placed in the germination box of that
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same cultivar. Wet weight of shoots (g) and shoot length (cm) were used as a quali-
tative means to assess the effect of using R. palustris nifA* biomass as a biofertilizer
and a source of nitrogen. Statistical analysis of the differences in the resulting shoot
lengths and shoot wet weights, compared to the no nitrogen control, were conducted
with student T-test, assuming two-tailed distribution and two-sample unequal vari-
ance. The threshold for significant difference between two sets of data was set to 5%
(p<0.05).
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Biomass preparation and soil addition
Substrata retention of biomass was tested in leachate columns with various sub-
stratas (coarse sand, fine sand, diatomaceous earth, and calcined clay). Biomass was
added to the substratas as described in the Methods section, and optical density
at 660nm was used to estimate the amount of biomass, that was washed from the
columns, in the flow-through. Ratios of OD660 of flow-through were compared to the
initial solution to calculate biomass loss percentages, which are provided in table 3.1
. We see that there is significantly more biomass retained in the diatomaceous earth
and calcined clay relative to the sand substratas; however, there is still a considerable
amount of biomass leaching out of the calcined clay and diatomaceous earth sub-
stratas. pH results showed that the highest retention substratas, diatomaceous earth
and calcined clay, had the most extreme pH values 8.85±0.12 and 7.17±0.32, both
sand substratas averaged near 7.9 which was similar to the pH of the washing solution
(table 3.1). Electrical conductivity showed no conserved trends relative to retention.
Upon performing a total nitrogen test of the initial solutions, it was observed that a
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significant loss of nitrogen had occurred.
Substrate Initial loss % Subsequent daily loss% Average pH of flow through
Diatomaceous Earth 38.7±4.8 11.1±2.0 8.8±0.1
Fine Sand 76.5±5.6 3.5±1.47 7.8±0.1
Coarse sand 64.23±3.3 5.25±1.5 7.9±0.05
Calcined Clay 17.6±2.1 3.26±0.6 7.2±0.3
Table 3.1: Biomass retention and pH measurements for solid substratas, diatomaceous
earth, fine sand coarse sand and calcined clay, in leachate columns. % loss was
calculated by measuring the OD of the flowthrough and dividing by the initial optical
density of cells added to each column, converted to a percentage.
Acidification of biomass was done to address an alternative means of incorporat-
ing biomass to the growth system, and stabilizing nitrogen in solution. We wanted to
see if we could develop a solution containing nitrogen derived from biomass that could
be added to a watering solution and poured onto the plants to limit loss. We first
acidified the biomass as indicated in the methods and let the solution mature. pH
was monitored intermittently as a potential indicator of degradation and was stable
in all vials throughout the maturation process. The most drastic change in the vials
was the color, which gradually changed from a deep red to a pale brown in about a
week. The only contrast between the shaking and stagnant vials was the settling of
the degraded products, but the stagnant solutions resembled the shaken with gentle
agitation. Ammonium levels were measured before and after experiment, and at no
point were there any detectable levels of ammonia. Total nitrogen was also measured
pre and post and showed no nitrogen loss as the pre and post-measurements were the
same. These measurements and observations of the acidified biomass indicate, that
there is some level of degradation, as observed in the solution color change, and the
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nitrogen is stable in solution. However, as we did not see any detectable levels of
ammonia, we are unclear of what form or nitrogen is in the acidified product.
3.4.2 Germination trials
Seeds of five different plant cultivars (tomato, wheat, cucumber, lettuce, and
barley) were tested for their germination response in the presence of acidified bacterial
biomass. Acidified biomass of R. palustris nifA*, grown in a 3L photobioreactor under
fluorescent lights, was used as a biofertilizer for the germination trials and was applied
to the plant seeds as described in the Methods section. The results of plant seedlings
germination with varying concentrations of bacterial biomass applied, expressed in
the mg/L of N, are available in table3.2. As can be noted from Table 3.2, there was no
differential inhibition of plant germination rates with any of the applied biofertilizer
N concentrations. The cucumber seeds demonstrated a varying degree of germination
rate in all of the applied biofertilizer concentrations, but there is no indication that





wheat Cucumber Lettuce Tomato
NO₃⁻-N, 84 mg/L 100 87.5 80 100 90
650 mg/L of N 87.5 100 90 100 90
130 mg/L of N 100 100 100 90 80
13 mg/L of N 100 100 90 100 90
1.3 mg/L of N 100 87.5 87.5 100 100
No N 100 100 70 100 90
Table 3.2: Percent germination of the tested plant cultivars with varying nitrogen
source in the watering nutrient solution.
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The effect of various biofertilizer concentrations on the resulting seedlings shoot
wet weight and shoot length (Figure 3.1 and 3.2 ). The wet shoot weight for all culti-
vars was compared to the no nitrogen, NO3-N, control (Figure 3.1). In all cases, the
application of NO3-N yielded increased shoot weight, but only for barley, cucumber,
and lettuce was the difference statistically significant relative to the negative (no-N)
control application. Despite the high variability of the collected shoot weight results
among all cultivars, a prominent inhibitory effect can be noted from additions of
biofertilizer at nitrogen concentrations of 650 mg/L. Wheat, cucumber, and lettuce
were more negatively affected by higher concentrations of biofertilizer when compared
to the other cultivars (tomato and barley). In general, biofertilizer concentrations of














Tomato Barley Apogee Wheat Cucumber Lettuce








Fig. 3.1: Changes in the shoot wet weights of the plant seedlings compared to the
negative, no nitrogen control treatment group. Plant seedlings were germinated with
varying nitrogen source in the watering nutrient solution (NO3-N 84 mg/L, Organic
(biomass) N at concentrations of 650 mg/L, 130 mg/L, 13 mg/L and 1.3 mg/L).
Shoot wet weight was measured at the end of the germination study, after 7 days.











Tomato Barley Apogee Wheat Cucumber Lettuce
NO₃⁻-N, 84 mg/L 650 mg/L of N 130 mg/L of N 13 mg/L of N 1.3 mg/L of N
*
* * *
Fig. 3.2: Changes in the shoot lengths of the plant seedlings compared to the negative,
no nitrogen control treatment group. Plant seedlings were germinated with varying
nitrogen source in the watering nutrient solution (NO3-N 84 mg/L, Organic (biomass)
N at concentrations of 650 mg/L, 130 mg/L, 13 mg/L and 1.3 mg/L). Shoot length
was measured at the end of the germination study, after 7 days. (*) denotes statistical
significance (p<0.05).
Measuring shoot length, on the other hand, shows that this part of the plant
is less indicative of the fertilizer effects (figure 3.2). Cucumber seeds were the only
ones that demonstrated a statistically significant positive difference from any of the
applied biofertilizer amounts. Unfortunately, we were not able to analyze the root
characteristics of the germinated seedlings: all the roots were highly intertwined, and
separation of individual plant roots was not possible. Full growth plant trials with
varying concentrations of biofertilizer will yield more detailed comparison data, and
both roots and shoots will be available for the length and weight analysis.
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3.5 Discussion
The utilization of diazotrophs for the production of biofertilizers is not a new con-
cept as blue-green algae have shown to act as a biofertilizer as early as 1955 (Allen and
Arnon, 1955). Recently biofertilizer research has grown due to increased environmen-
tal awareness of the problems that arise with over-fertilization by inorganic ammonia
(Schröder, 2014). Many diazotrophs have shown promise as possible biofertilizers,
often being used to increase plant growth in controlled lab environments. Much of
the existing research investigates bacterial nutrient supply to a limited number of
plant species. To our knowledge, this study is the first demonstration of an extensive
screening of various plant cultivars for the effect of using acidified PNSB biomass as
a biofertilizer.
The results from the leachate column tests were the primary motivation for acid-
ification as a pretreatment step, as biomass is difficult to incorporate directly into
solid substratas. Nitrogen dosage with total biomass added at a single point would
also be difficult to monitor, as biomass degradation rates are dependent on micro-
bial soil composition which vary significantly across ecosystems (Alef and Kleiner,
1986; Fierer et al., 2009). If degradation is too slow, the plant would be limited
in available nitrogen, and growth stunted. If degradation is too fast ammonia lev-
els will rise quickly and may become toxic for plant growth (Vines and Wedding,
1960). Acidification shows promise to address this as it has some level of degradation
while keeping all nitrogen in solution. This acidified biomass concentrate can then be
added to nutrient solutions in a controllable fashion, reducing toxicity effects. One
caveat with simple acidification is that there was no degradation of organic nitrogen
to ammonium, meaning the nitrogen was still likely contained in proteins or amino
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acids and will require microbial ammonification in the soil before plants can utilize
the nitrogen (Ladd and Jackson, 2015). Plant response to this microbial action is
yet to be investigated, but some research suggests that this may result in metabolic
accumulation or increases in nitrogen use efficiency (Rouphael et al., 2020).
The germination results presented can be interpreted in a number of ways, based
on the effective chemical form of nitrogen present. Ammonia or organic nitrogen
forms will differentially affect plant growth, with high ammonium levels having a
negative effect on plant germination (Barker et al., 1970; Bittsánszky et al., 2015;
Esteban et al., 2016; Goyal and Huffaker, 2015). The nutrient solution used as a
positive control in this study contained NO3-N, which will in turn also have a differ-
ent effect, likely stimulating plant germination (Fawcett and Slife, 1978; Hendricks
and Taylorson, 1974). If plant growth trials indicate inhibition by biomass but not
ammonium, further investigation of the form of nitrogen of acidified biomass may be
necessary.
Careful examination of the obtained germination results does not seem to sug-
gest ammonium toxicity through the germination stage of growth. None of the plants
demonstrated any significant decreases in shoot length, with regards to the added
acidified PNSB biomass, though this is common for plants under ammonium stress
(Goyal and Huffaker, 2015). There were also no significantly different germination
percentages among the cultivars with varying dosages of PNSB biomass. Significant
inhibition of germination with the addition of NH4OH at the concentrations of 1 g/L
of N has previously been reported (Bremner and Krogmeier, 1989); however, this
concentration was not tested in our study as this concentration is ten times higher
than normal plant dosage. Ammonium toxicity, if present, might be more evident
with full plant growth trials, as seedlings grow and deplete the seed-stored nitrogen.
Since there is no literary data describing the effects that mildly acidified or hy-
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drolyzed bacterial biomass can have on plant growth or germination, the closest we
can compare to is plant protein hydrolyzate (PH) (Calvo et al., 2014; du Jardin, 2015).
Plant hydrolyzate is used as a biostimulant with beneficial effects in plant growth,
and promotion of plant-associated microbiome activity (Colla et al., 2017). This hy-
drolyzate consists of peptides and free amino acids and is obtained through enzymatic
proteolysis of plant biomass at temperatures lower than 60◦C. Partially, we can antic-
ipate some similar composition in our R. palustris hydrolysate, even though we used
sulfuric acid at room temperature (22±2◦C) for the hydrolysis process. PH has been
used to stimulate root and shoot biomass gains in corn, tomato, pepper, and other
horticulturally-relevant plants (Colla et al., 2017; Schiavon et al., 2008). Enhanced
nitrogen uptake rates and assimilation in tomato plants were reported, when treated
with PH (Colla et al., 2014). An apparent gain from adding PH to the plants was
in it’s stimulating effect on the beneficial plant-associated microbial activity (Colla
et al., 2017; du Jardin, 2015; Rouphael et al., 2020), leading to increased plant re-
silience to environmental stress factors as well as an enhanced nutrient uptake in the
root zone. All those factors may be present with the R. palustris hydrolysate used in
this study, but further testing to analyze the amino acid profile of the bacterial hy-
drolysate is needed. Knowledge of the amino acid profile in the acidified R. palustris
biomass will also help in evaluating whether there might be a feedback inhibition loop
within genetic systems of plants that is characteristic to the decreased NO3-N and
NH+4 -N uptake in roots for plants in the environment with multiple nitrogen sources,
specifically, in the presence of amino acids (Kronzucker et al., 1999; Miller et al., 2008).
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
4.1 Introduction
As we venture further from our planet to explore the reaches of space, sustainable
design practices become drastically more important and one of the main principles
of sustainability is in situ resource utilization. The benefits of in situ focused pro-
cesses are magnified for space travel as the payload burden is the limiting factor for
deep space exploration (Menezes et al., 2015; Nangle et al., 2020). When focusing on
long term life support for a Martian research mission, nitrogen is a crucial element
to consider as plants, grown for food, are dependent on external nitrogen sources.
In addition to food production, other processes within a Martian research mission
will require biologically available nitrogen. Bacteria capable of reducing nitrogen to
ammonia via the enzyme nitrogenase have the capacity to utilizein situ dinitrogen
gas to generate ammonia, in support these processes, while limiting the material pay-
load burden. The chapters of this thesis present a foundation for a feasible synthetic
extraterrestrial nitrogen cycle facilitated by nitrogen-fixing bacteria for biofertilizer
production and utilization.
4.2 Growth mode analysis for bacterial nitrogen reduction
As we are unaware of any existing life on Mars, a manned research base would
require the implementation of an artificial nitrogen cycle with bacteria capable of
reliable and consistent nitrogen reduction. In Chapter 2, the first steps toward this
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goal was addressed by finding the growth modality and activity of multiple dia-
zotrophs. Following the analysis of some initial growth measures, it was evident that
heterotrophic growth drastically increased energy flux through nitrogenase. Even
though Azotobacter strains have higher growth rates, PNSB have significant system-
atic advantages as the amount of carbon input required to facilitate growth is drasti-
cally lower when compared to Azotobacter. When designing a Martian nitrogen-fixing
reactor, the need for balance between reactor size and input requirements should both
be considered to maximize efficiency. Here I use simple metrics to compare growth
conditions to select the most mission compatible bacterial strain and media compo-
sition for the nitrogen fixation process of the synthetic nitrogen cycle.
4.2.1 Identification of additional high-value reactor outputs
Having a firm understanding of growth characteristics by measuring relevant in-
puts and outputs allows for the identification of costly process inputs, but also the
realization of additional value that can be drawn from the system. On Earth, bioreac-
tors are often utilized for multiple products to maximize process value; on Mars, this
need is elevated due to less infrastructure being available. When considering other
useful outputs of PNSB, hydrogen is an interesting product as it is a well studied
high-value byproduct of nitrogenase, often the target product of bioreactors utilizing
nitrogenase (Barbosa et al., 2001; Oh et al., 2004). The value of hydrogen on Mars
would be immense as there are no in situ fuel reserves available, and hydrogen gas
is a highly energetic, clean, and efficient fuel. These benefits are not exclusive to a
Mars-based research facility as the interest in utilizing hydrogen gas as a systemic
fuel source on Earth is increasing. Hydrogen interest is primarily because hydro-
gen gas can be burned, with oxygen, to generate energy. This process releases high
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amounts of energy with water as the only byproduct, making it possible to reduce the
global greenhouse gas emissions (Goltsov et al., 2006). Current hydrogen production
is reliant on fossil fuels as hydrogen is generated by steam reforming of natural gas,
which is currently the most economically favorable process for hydrogen generation.
Progress is being made in biohydrogen generation directly or through refining other
biologically produced molecules such as methanol (Ni et al., 2007). These processes
are in the early stages of development and generally result in higher production costs
for hydrogen generation, when compared to steam reforming of natural gas. One
sizeable economic issue with these systems is the sole focus on hydrogen produc-
tion; if there were a secondary output, the monetary value of these systems would
inevitably increase, making them more feasible for real applications. A system such
as ours would accomplish this goal, as the hydrogen generated would be considered
a byproduct of our nitrogen fixing reactor.
Another avenue to consider is the benefit of specific products, not for direct ex-
traction, but to be used in culturing different strains of bacteria directly. Co-culturing
is a process that uses controlled microbial consortia to enhance a targeted biological
process (Diender et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2011). These bacteria often
supply molecules to one another in a reciprocal fashion or remediate toxic compounds
in a reactor resulting in higher growth rates and product yields. In PNSB, activity
of nitrogenase results in an increase of pH as hydrogen ions are consumed produc-
ing hydrogen gas. We have regularly seen that as a culture reaches the stationary
phase the pH is often above 8, which is detrimental to cell culture health (Wang
et al., 2010). Conversely, acetic acid production is often shown to reduce the pH of
a culture to levels also inhibitory to cellular processes (Patil et al., 2015). It may be
advantageous to co-culture a diazotroph and an acetogen to balance pH, resulting in
a longer growth phase and increased cellular activity.
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4.3 Viability of R. palustris as a ubiquitous biofertilizer
It is not a new concept to use diazotrophs for the production of biofertilizers, as
blue-green algae were shown to promote plant growth more than 60 years ago (Allen
and Arnon, 1955). However, due to global economic reasons, inorganic fertilizers are
the norm in agricultural fertilization practices. Recently biofertilizers have received
more attention as inorganic fertilizers have been identified as being detrimental to
ecosystems, especially due to underlying ammonia toxicity (Schröder, 2014). PNSB
have been used to supply nutrients for plant growth; however, much of the existing re-
search investigates living bacteria inoculants with only a few plant species (Sakarika
et al., 2019). In chapter 3, we explore the feasibility of using biomass, stabilized
through acidificaiton, as a controlled nutrient supply for diverse plant species as the
first step for a ubiquitous PNSB biofertilizer.
4.3.1 Biomass processing and application
Direct biomass addition to solid plant growth supporting substrata showed little
promise, as the inert substrata were not capable of appreciable biomass retention. To
address this issue, we used acid hydrolysis with sulfuric acid to kill the bacteria and
disrupt the major cell structure. We also found that the high pH of late growth phase
solution leads to the loss of nitrogen through volitalization of ammonia. Acidification
lowers the pH to levels below the pKa of ammonia, resulting in the retention of the
nitrogen in a solution. This solution can be precisely added to a nutrient solution,
this gives the capacity of higher levels of control over the nutrients added while sup-
porting plant growth. This is also mission-relevant as a Mars research base would use
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hydroponics for plant growth, and the acidified biomass solution would be easier to
incorporate into a hydroponic solution, when compared to bacteria paste.
This moderate acid hydrolysis was not capable of degrading organic nitrogen
to ammonia, so further ammonification neededs to take place in the nutrient solu-
tion before plants could utilize the nitrogen. The addition of a protein hydrolysate
based biostimulant derived from plant matter, coupled with a bacterial inoculant, has
demonstrated increased plant growth and metabolite accumulation in corn (Rouphael
et al., 2020). Further studies are underway to monitor the degradation of biomass
through ammonification in the nutrient solution, as well as the root zone of plant
growth trials. A more detailed investigation of the metabolomic effect of acid hy-
drolyzed biomass on plant cultivars would have to be performed to understand the
mechanism of promotion better.
4.3.2 Germination trials
Field trials with PNSB applied as a biofertilizer to rice and some other plant culti-
vars has previously demonstrated feasibility of this approach, however, most of this ev-
idence is found with inoculant or from root zone microbiome analysis (Elbadry et al.,
1999; Gamal-Eldin and Elbanna, 2011; Sakpirom et al., 2017). We demonstrated that
acidified biomass has a limited effect on germination and early growth with many dif-
ferent cultivars; however, we have not yet demonstrated acidified biomass effects on
full plant growth. Current experiments are underway comparing acidified biomass
to numerous inorganic nitrogen sources through extended plant growth of wheat and
lettuce cultivars. We hope that this will allow us to identify the fertilization mode or
inhibition effects of acidified R. palustris biomass. If acidified biomass shows toxicity
to full plant growth, it may be prudent to examine the form of nitrogen in the acid-
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ified solution to identify if nitrogen is the toxic compound. However, if these plant
growth trials indicate that PNSB biomass can be used as a biofertilizer for multiple
plant species, it would be interesting to extend these experiments beyond the primary
plant species tested. We are also limited in our understanding of what bacteria are
responsible for the degradation of the biomass to ammonium in the nutrient solution,
so investigation into the microbiome composition would be necessary, as we will need
to construct the hydroponic microbiome when applied on Mars. In addition to the
mechanism of nitrogen transfer, it would be important to explore the scalability of
crop production in a Mars simulated system. Expanding these trials to larger levels of
plant mass from germination through harvest will give us a clear idea of the feasibility
of this process for a Mars-based application.
4.4 Nitrogen recycling
One unique aspect of PNSB is that they are capable of four main growth modes:
photoheterotrophic, photoautotrophic, chemoheterotrophic, and chemoautotrophic
(Larimer et al., 2004). Within the heterotrophic growth modes, they are also capable
of metabolizing a vast array of carbon and nitrogen compounds. These characteristics
result in PNSB being very resilient bacteria and have led to their colonization of di-
verse ecosystems across the globe (Bell et al., 2006; Harwood and Gibson, 1988). This
diversity and stability have resulted in PNSB being used for a diverse set of waste
remediation processes (Chitapornpan et al., 2013; Getha et al., 1998; Kornochalert
et al., 2014; Pintucci et al., 2015; Sepúlveda-Muñoz et al., 2020). Waste recycling is
crucial to the nitrogen cycle as it prevents accumulation of nitrogen by recycling it
back to dinitrogen gas (Canfield et al., 2010; Ladd and Jackson, 2015).
A typical waste remediation system’s primary purpose is to reduce toxic com-
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pounds from water, but they also have the capacity to use the organics present in
waste as a fuel for other biological processes (Chen et al., 2006; Gosse et al., 2007).
A Martian waste remediation system would be necessary to complete the nitrogen
cycle, and could also be used to fuel a nitrogen reduction system, through utiliza-
tion of the organic carbon coumpounds present. Careful bacterial selection should be
considered while investigating this possibility to target the most mission beneficial
processes. Typical waste streams contain high levels of ammonia or urea, which are
generally inhibitory to nitrogenase expression and activity, essentially turning nitro-
gen fixation off in these systems (Masepohl et al., 2002; Verostko et al., 2004). The
R. palustris NifA* strain may be capable of fixing nitrogen in high external nitro-
gen environments as the ammonia sensitivity is eliminated (Adessi et al., 2012). In
Appendix A we display data for R. palustris GCA009 NifA* mutant growth on a
simulated early Martian planetary base wastewater. We are trying to determine the
nitrogen recycling capacity and nitrogen fixation activity of this bacteria in a waste
treatment role on Mars. Characterization of biofertilizer production through reme-
diation of ammonia and urea, in addition to fixing nitrogen gas into biomass, is the
main target for this project. Coupling this waste remediation with the foundational
nitrogen fixation in chapter two, and nitrogen transfer in chapter 3, would close our
nitrogen cycle and act as the fundational principles for the nitrogen component of the
life support system on Mars.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS: WASTEWATER REMEDIATION AS A MEANS OF
NITROGEN RECYCLING
A.1 Introduction
Purple non-sulfur bacteria (PNSB) are a group of bacteria that are common to
many natural and urban environments around the globe. Many PNSB, including
Rhodopseuodmonas palustris, belong to the subclass alpha- and beta-proteobacteria.
Like most PNSB, R. palustris is capable of 4 different metabolic growth modes:
photoheterotrophic, photoautotrophic, chemoheterotrophic, and chemoautotrophic
(Larimer et al., 2004). There exists even further metabolic diversity within these
4 growth modes as R. palustris is capable of growth on a wide range of carbon com-
pounds from simple small alcohols to complex long-chain fatty acids (Bell et al., 2006;
Harwood and Gibson, 1988). In addition to diverse carbon metabolism, R. palustris
has the ability to grow diazotrophically (reducing dinitrogen gas to ammonia) or from
other organic and inorganic nitrogen forms, as well as in the presence or absence of
oxygen (Trüper and Pfennig, 1981). In addition to the diversity of metabolic growth
modes, R. palustris contains three times as many transport system genes as most
other bacteria, which may be a rational explanation for the diverse environments
they grow in, and tolerance to pollution (Larimer et al., 2004).
This unique combination of growth exhibited by R. palustris has inevitably led
to the utilization of this organism as a biocatalyst for production of both complex
compounds, such as polyhydroxyalkanoates (Brandl et al., 1989; Kranz et al., 1997;
Ranaivoarisoa et al., 2017), or simple biofuels, such as hydrogen (Oh et al., 2004).
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The application of R. palustris may be most valuable within wastewater treatment,
where the innate ability to metabolize a vast number of complex and simple organic
compounds shines. This is illustrated by the diversity of remediation for various
wastewater sources including but not limited to livestock, food production, agri-
cultural, and domestic waste (Chitapornpan et al., 2013; Getha et al., 1998; Kim
et al., 2012; Kornochalert et al., 2014; Nagadomi et al., 2000; Pintucci et al., 2015;
Sepúlveda-Muñoz et al., 2020). R. palustris is not only effective at remediating a di-
versity of waste sources but is often utilized in biofuel production (Adessi et al., 2012a;
Barbosa et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2018; Nath et al., 2005; Oh et al., 2004). Hydrogen
is generated in R. palustris primarily as a byproduct of nitrogenase activity. Nitro-
genase is active in both light and dark conditions, with light increasing the hydrogen
production due to increased levels of ATP generated by the bacterial photosystem
(Kim et al., 2011; Ormerod et al., 1961). Nitrogenase expression is highly sensitive to
ammonium concentration, which is typically very high in wastewaters, and this often
limits the hydrogen production of phototrophic bacteria in these environments. R.
palustris NifA* mutants have been shown to have little to no ammonium sensitivity
and maintain high levels of nitrogenase activity in high nitrogen environments (Adessi
et al., 2012b; Heiniger et al., 2012; McKinlay and Harwood, 2010).
R. palustris has been grown in photobioreactors for waste remediation and hy-
drogen production with a wide range of light sources (Chen et al., 2006b; Gosse et al.,
2007). Depending on light intensity R. palustris will regulate photosynthesis through
changes in bacterial chlorophyll and carotenoid ratios in the bacterias light-harvesting
complex (Brotosudarmo et al., 2015). It has also been demonstrated that light inten-
sities will affect nitrogenase activity and, ultimately, hydrogen production (Carlozzi,
2009). Even though there are extensive applications of R. palustris in photobioreac-
tors and the light intensity responses are fairly well understood there are few studies
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investigating how different light sources will affect growth (Chen et al., 2006a; Kuo
et al., 2012; Qi et al., 2017), and even fewer studies utilizing waste streams to study the
effect of a light source (Zhao et al., 2019; Zhi et al., 2019). Here we address hydrogen
production of R. palustris NifA * mutant grown under different light sources while re-
mediating ERSATZ early planetary base synthetic wastewater (Verostko et al., 2004).
A.2 Methods
Nitrogen fixation (NF) media consisted of 12.5mM K2HPO4 and 12.5mM KH2PO4
buffering components, a concentrated base solution at a final concentration of 0.1%
(v/v), Wolf’s vitamins at a 0.5% (v/v), and 30mM acetate as the carbon source.
[Concentrated base stock solution (mM concentrations): nitrilotriacetic acid (105),
MgSO4 (240), CaCl2-2H2O (45), Na2MoO4-2H2O (0.78),FeSO4-7H2O (2.5), EDTA
(0.86), ZnSO4-7H2O (3.81), MnSO4-H2O (0.91), CuSO4-5H2O (0.15) Co(NO3)2-6H2O
(0.085), Na2B4O7-10H2O (0.046)]. [Wolfe’s Vitamins stock solution [containing (g/L):
p-aminobenzoid acid (0.005), folic acid (0.002), lipoic acid (0.005), Riboflavin (0.005),
thiamine (0.005), nicotinic acid (0.005), pyridoxamine (0.01), pantothenic acid (0.005),
cobalamin (0.0001), biotin (0.002)].
ERSATZ early planetary base wastewater concentrates were made as previously
described (Verostko et al., 2004). Full wastewater media consisted of each concentrate
added in appropriate dilutions with the same phosphate, concentrated base, and wolfs
vitamines as the NF media. Inhibition studies were conducted by adding individual
concentrates to NF media growth vials in the proper dilutions.
All growths of purple non-sulfur bacteria were prepared by adding the appropri-
ate media without Wolf’s vitamines to serum vials filled to a 50% volume. Sterile
ERSATZ concentrates 1, 4 and 5 were added after autoclaving, as sparging would
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drive off carbonate, or foam to aggressively with the soap. Anerobicity was achieved
by sparging the media with nitrogen for at least 20 min and headspace for 10 min.
Vials were then sealed with blue butyl 20mm rubber stoppers and autoclaved. Wolf’s
vitamines were then added to a final concentration of through a 0.2µm syringe filter.
Growths were inoculated with R. palustris CGA009 NifA* mutant strain to a starting
OD660 between 0.1-0.05.samples were taken using sterile syringes and monitored by
measuring OD at 660nm with the spectrophotometer (Cary 50 UV-vis, Varian in-
struments, CA, United States). Samples were taken daily into the stationary phase.
Cultures were grown at 25-30◦C and illuminated via warm white LED; vials were
placed at a constant distance from a light source to achieve a photon flux between
150-250 µM photon/M2. Photon flux was measured with a 340-1040 quantum flux
meeter (Apogee Instruments, UT, United States). Due to the small volume of sam-
ples, pH was measured using MColorpHast pH test strips, pH 6.5-10 (EMD Millipore
Corporation, MA, United States).
A.3 Results and Discussion
R. palustris NifA* grown in full wastewater media, prepared as described (Verostko
et al., 2004), grows to a maximal OD660 that is roughly half of what we see in NF
media growths (Figure A.1). If this were a nitrogen-free media, this would be less
alarming, but as the wastewater contains relatively high levels of inorganic nitrogen
without inhibition, we would anticipate measurements in the 3-4 range. The next
logical step led us to examine each individual waste concentrate on growth inhibition.
To address this, we added corresponding waste concentrates to NF media and com-
pared these growths to the NF control (figure A.2). We see from this experiment that
there are three main growth patterns depending on the concentrate. Concentrate 14,
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2, and 6 all contain inorganic nitrogen sources and exhibit higher initial growth rates,
and maximal OD increases. Concentrate 3 has a similar growth rate and maximal
OD660 as the nitrogen-fixing control; it also contains no inorganic nitrogen making
it reliant on nitrogenase activity for growth. Concentrate 5 has a significantly long
lag phase and slower growth rates, and it will eventually grow to an appreciable cell


















Fig. A.1: Growth monitoring of R. palustris CGA009 NifA* in full ERSATZ wastew-
ater as measured by optical density at 660nm. 100% and 50% are dilutions of the full
waste media and the control is nitrogen fixing minimal salts media with acetate.
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Fig. A.2: Toxicity screening of individual waste components on R. palustris CGA009
NifA* growth as measured by optical density at 660nm. Each concentrate from the
ERSATZ waste media was added to NF minimal salts media prior to inoculation.
One interesting observation with these trials is that as each growth enters the
stationary phase the pH measurements have consistently exceeded 8.5, which is high
enough to inhibit growth. To address this we grew R. palustris NifA* on wastewater
with phosphates added to increase the buffering capacity in the neutral region. Phos-
phates were added in different amounts near the same concentration as the NF media
to find an optimal growth range (Figure A.3). The concentrations that exhibited the
highest growth rates were 12.5 and 6.25mM. This was a full wastewater media, and
there was some level of inhibition as the cell density never grew well, so we decided
to use 12.5 not 6.25 going forward as it exhibited the same growth but has twice the
buffering capacity. upon removal of concentrate 5, and addition of phosphates to the




















Fig. A.3: Growth measurements of R. palustris CGA009 NifA* to identify optimal
phosphate concentration as a suppliment for ERSATZ wastewater to regulate pH.
measured by optical density at 660nm.
A.4 Summary and future directions
Data collected in these early experiments suggest that early planetary based
wastewater could be a potential feedstock for a nitrogen fixation reactor or at least a
nitrogen recycling reactor. Going forward we will need to identify the best wastewater
adjustments to support the growth of R. palustris NifA* however we want to limit
modifications of individual waste concentrates as that would require pretreatment of
specific effluents prior to implementation in the system. One typical downside to using
wastewater to facilitate nitrogen fixation is that typically waste streams contain high
levels of inorganic nitrogen, which down-regulates nitrogenase expression and activity.
The NifA* mutant has the potential to overcome this boundary as the mutation has
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lost the ability to regulate the expression of nitrogenase, limiting the ammonia sen-
sitivity (Adessi et al., 2012a). We would verify if R. palustris NifA* could enrich the
nitrogen content, through sustained nitrogenase activity in ammonium rich solution,
by doing a total nitrogen assay of the system to see if there is an increase in reduced
nitrogen levels. To confirm nitrogenase activity we would use hydrogen production
as well as acetylene reduction to measure activity, as both hydrogen and acetylene
can be reduced by nitrogenase.
Successful remediation of nitrogen rich waste streams for the growth of R. palus-
tris NifA* are still early in their development, but hold valuable process application
to complete the martian nitrogen cycle. In addition to applications on Mars this re-
search would be very useful in remediation of Earth based waste water as it is possible
to use waste as the main input for a biofertilizer production system.
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